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SIMPLE GOSSIPING WITH BALLS AND BINS

BORIS KOLDEHOFE

Abstract. Recent research suggests decentralised probabilistic protocols on support for multipeer

communication. The protocols scale well and impose an even load on the system. They provide

statistical guarantees for the reliability, i.e. an information sent from an arbitrary source will reach

all its destinations. Analysing the reliability is based on modelling the propagation of events as an

epidemic process often referred to as gossiping or rumour spreading.

This work provides a new method for analysing such protocols, by representing the propagation

of information as a balls-and-bins game. The method gives a simple relation between the number

of hops a gossip message is propagated and the reliability provided. This way it can facilitate the

analysis of the multiple delivery problem, i.e. to prevent multiple deliveries of the same message

to the application layer. By introducing a new protocol it is shown how existing approaches can be

adapted to the balls-and-bins approach. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied to analyse

the performance of this protocol.

1. Introduction

Multipeer communication applies to all scenarios where multiple senders and

multiple receivers, associated with physically distributed processes, commu-

nicate information of common interest. Processes sharing a common interest

form a group, in which they exchange messages on information. Every piece of

information is embedded in an event, which processes deliver to the application

layer of the protocol. Supporting collaboration for large groups of users can be

seen as one application relying on multipeer communication. Group mem-

bers require a fast and reliable propagation of events within such an environ-

ment. Moreover, the group needs mechanisms that allow an efficient handling

of membership, i.e. ongoing joining and leaving of group members should not

add a significant overhead to the group communication.

General aspects of interest in group communication concern the reliabil-
ity of the communication and the scalability of the protocol. Reliable group

communication protocols provide guarantees that group events reach all their

destinations. They may also be required to give ordering guarantees, which are

needed in many cases where shared data objects are modified with respect to

some consistency model. Reliable group communication protocols must also

be robust against faults and bursts in the communication traffic. Apart from
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2 Boris Koldehofe

providing guarantees that an event will be delivered, some models are also 
concerned with prohibiting multiple deliveries of events to the application. 
Protocols that lack this property are said to suffer from the multiple delivery 
problem. The scalability of a group communication protocol is determined by 
how many group members can be supported and which reliability mechanisms 
are provided.

A common categorisation used in [WZ99] divides protocols supporting group 
communication services in three different classes.

Reliable group services guarantee that if an event is delivered to one desti-

nation it will eventually be delivered to all operating destinations. Further, or-

dering guarantees for events are provided. However, these requirements imply 
a high synchronisation overhead for such protocols. The high communication 
cost let those protocols scale only to a low number of processes.

Unreliable group services focus on best effort strategies which scale well. 
Under ideal conditions some protocols even give reliability guarantees. How-

ever, under perturbed conditions the protocols can show unpredictable be-

haviour and thus cannot be used for time critical applications.

The focus of this paper is on group services that provide predictable relia-
bility guarantees which scale well and hold even under perturbed conditions. 
In particular, we focus on those protocols which are based on gossiping or ru-
mour spreading where processes exchange in every round messages on events 
according to a probabilistic scheme. By processes communicating with ran-

dom destinations, hot spots are avoided, compared to the typically hierarchical 
flow of events within reliable group services. In the context of gossiping pro-

tocols, an event is also called a rumour. This notation is commonly used in the 
analysis of gossiping protocols.

Organisation of this paper.

Section introduces the epidemic model, which is the mathematical foundation 
for most existing gossiping protocols, followed by a presentation of known 
theoretical results for this model. Further, an overview is presented on related 
protocols based on gossiping in the area of multipeer communication. Some of 
the protocols use an approximation of the theoretical results presented. In the 
next sections it is shown how to modify the epidemic model so that the balls-

and-bins analysis can be applied. A definition of a balls-and-bins-compliant 
gossiping protocol is introduced in Section , where the balls-and-bins approach 
is described. In Section a new protocol with this property is described. The 
framework of the protocol is based on recently proposed protocols for this
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problem, such as pbcast [BHO+99] and lpbcast [EGH+01]. Moreover, Sec-

tion presents an analysis based on the balls-and-bins model. Hereby, the relia-

bility of the protocol is determined as a statement with high probability that all

processes will receive an event propagated within such a system after gossip-

ing this event for a fixed number of rounds. The event can originate from any

arbitrary process. Section discusses the applicability of the given approach in

the context of the multiple delivery problem.

Remarks on the notation.

Throughout the paper log and ln denote the logarithms in basis of 2 and ba-

sis of e, respectively. For any other basis, say a, the logarithmic function is

expressed as loga. In the analysis the expression “with high probability”, i.e.

with probability 1 − O(n−k) for a constant k > 0, is abbreviated by writing

w.h.p.

2. Related work and models

The epidemic model.

The idea of applying the mathematical theory of general epidemics [Bai75] to

rumour spreading in distributed systems was first adapted in [DGH+87]. In

this approach, the protocol models the spreading of a rumour as an epidemic

process, with the purpose to infect as many other processes as possible. Pro-

cesses can be

1. susceptible to the rumour, i.e. they have not received the rumour yet,

2. infected by the rumour, i.e. the rumour is received and processes are

spreading this rumour to other processes,

3. resistant, i.e the process has received the rumour, but does not participate

in the propagation of the rumour.

Let s, i, r denote the fraction of susceptible, infected and resistant processes at 
time t such that s + i + r = 1. Assume that within the time fraction Δt the 
infectious rate denoted by α is proportional to the number of infected processes 
and to the number of susceptible processes, respectively. Then, the fraction of 
new infection is given by αisΔt. On the other hand, the constant removal rate 
denoted by β needs to be considered, such that the fraction of new resistant
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4 Boris Koldehofe

processes is given by βiΔt. The resulting differential equations are given by

δs

δt
= −αsi

δi

δt
= αsi− βi

δr

δt
= βi.

By i(t) = i(t(s)) we can express i as a function of s. Hence,

δi

δs
=

αsi− βi

−αsi

= −1 +
β

α

1

s
.

Let s0 denote the initial fraction of susceptible processes while i0 denotes the

initial fraction of infected processes. The anti-derivative for −1 + β
α

1
s is given

by −s+ β
α ln s+ C. Applying i0 = −s0 +

β
α ln s0 + C, we obtain

i(s) = i0 + s0 − s+
β

α
ln

s

s0
.

The maximum number of infected processes at the same time is given by i( βα ).

The term β
α also represents the threshold for the ratio of susceptible processes

needed to start an epidemic. The epidemic process terminates if i(s) = 0,

which is the case if

s = s0 e
α
β (s−i0−s0).

Initially, only one process knows about the rumour and s0 + i0 = 1. Thus for

large groups,

s ≈ e−
α
β (1−s).

Theoretical bounds.

Theoretical work presents results on how to bound the number of rounds and

the number of transmissions needed to infect every process with high probabil-

ity.

B. Pittel [Pit87] analyses a simplified model, in which processes never loose

interest, i.e. the removal rate is zero. Let n denote the group size and assume

that an infected process informs only one other process in a round. In proba-

bility the number of rounds needed to infect all group members is determined

by

log n+ log10 n+O(1) as n → ∞
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Simple gossiping with balls and bins 5

Karp et al. [KSSV00] introduce a combined push and pull scheme in which 
processes cease to push a rumour when the expansion of the rumour has ex-

ceeded a certain threshold. Since the basic scheme is based on an exact es-

timation on the number of informed processes, an algorithm for terminating 
the spreading of the rumour is introduced. The complete scheme is address-

oblivious, i.e. it does not depend on the state of neighbour processes. The 
number of transmissions of the scheme is O(n log log n). Further, it is shown 
that any such scheme needs at least Ω(n log log n) transmissions independent 
of the number of rounds.

Rumour spreading in group communication.

Rumour spreading (gossiping) has received a lot of attention in group commu-

nication, especially after the introduction of pbcast [BHO+99]. The arguments 
in favour of rumour spreading are that those protocols introduce an even load 
on the system and are robust against bursts in the network traffic. Further, 
they usually provide mechanisms that support fault tolerance and scale better 
than deterministic approaches. The reliability is based on an approximation 
of the epidemic model, in which each event associated with a rumour will be 
spread to all other processes with high probability. However, approaches like 
pbcast rely on global knowledge of all group members and often on a cen-

tralised organisation of membership. This way the organisation of a dynamic 
membership, i.e. processes can join a group or leave a group, requires a lot of 
synchronisation overhead and a lot of memory resources affecting the scala-

bility. In contrast, recent work [GKM01b, EGH+01] suggests protocols that 
support decentralised handling of membership where processes only have a 
partial view on the system.

In lightweight probabilistic broadcast (lpbcast) [EGH+01] the size of the 
view, i.e. the set of group members known to a process, as well as the size of 
buffers storing recent events, are statically fixed. When propagating an event, a 
process communicates only with a fixed number of processes randomly chosen 
from the local view. The reliability is derived by an approximation of the the-

oretical result presented in [Pit87]. With respect to the approach introduced in 
this paper, it provides the interesting property that the view converges to a situ-

ation where it is as if members of the local view have been selected uniformly 
randomly among all group members.

Similar to lpbcast SCAMP [GKM01b] presents a scheme supporting decen-

tralised group services. However, instead of using a fixed view size, the mem-

bership scheme takes care that the view automatically adapts depending on the 
group size. The local view size converges to approximately log n+C+1 where
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6 Boris Koldehofe

n denotes the group size and C is a constant determining the fault tolerant be-

haviour of the protocol. The reliability of the event transmission is related to

the connectivity in the random graph model and is analysed in [GKM01a].

3. The balls-and-bins model

The occupancy problem considers a random allocation of m indistinguishable

objects denoted by balls on n destinations denoted as bins. Many problems in

computer science can be modelled using the occupancy problem. For example,

in distributed computing the random allocation problem has received a lot of

attention. One of the many issues in the analysis is to bound the maximum

number of balls that can fall into a single bin.

In the setting of spreading a rumour among n processes, we associate each

process with one bin. Let Hn =
∑n

k=1
1
k denote the nth harmonic number.

If the rumour is carried within balls which are randomly placed into bins, it

is known that nHn balls are expected to be placed until every process has

received at least one ball. To obtain a statement with high probability, i.e. with

probability at least 1−n−k for some positive constant k, we look at the random

variable X denoting the number of empty bins and the respective expectation

value

E[X] = n

(
1− 1

n

)m

.

Since for n ≥ 1 the inequality
(
1− 1

n

)n ≤ e−1 holds, the expectation value

can be bounded by

E[X] ≤ ne−m/n.

Indeed, we can also write E[X] ∼ ne−m/n. By choosing m and k such that

m = cn log n and k ≥ c+1 for a constant c > 1, one can derive E[X] ≤ n−k.

From Markovs inequality it is known that Pr[X ≥ 1] ≤ E[X], which gives

Pr[X = 0] ≥ 1− n−k.

This reasoning, summarised in theorem , is the basis for the approach of analysing

the rumour spreading as a balls and bins game.

Theorem 1. Let c > 1 be a constant and let m denote the number of balls
that are placed into n bins chosen uniformly and independently at random. If
m ≥ cn log n then every bin contains at least one ball with high probability.

Now, the balls-and-bins model is introduced by defining what a balls-and-
bins-compliant gossiping protocol is. Hereby, it is required to send a rumour

to O(n log n) destinations which are uniformly and independently chosen at

random. Since balls representing a rumour can only be placed by processes
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Figure 1: A scheme for spreading a rumour that terminates after r
rounds and guarantees that at least cn log n balls where placed into

random bins.

that have received the rumour before and initially only one process knows the 
rumour, it is allowed that the rumour is propagated in multiple rounds. This 
way, processes which received balls in previous rounds can create themselves 
new balls. As long as balls are placed in each round independently of the 
round the ball was created, the protocol can terminate after overall O(n log n) 
balls have been placed. The resulting scheme of a balls-and-bins-compliant 
protocol, as defined in definition , is illustrated in Figure 1.
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8 Boris Koldehofe

Definition 1. A protocol for spreading a rumour is said to be balls-and-bins-

compliant if for some fixed integer r > 0 and a constant c > 1

• the protocol provides a scheme that creates mi > 0 balls associated with
the rumour in consecutive rounds 1 ≤ i ≤ r,

• the protocol guarantees that
∑r

i=1 mi ≥ cn log n,
• the destination of each ball is chosen uniformly at random and indepen-

dently of the destination of the other balls,
• and the protocol terminates after r rounds, i.e. mi = 0 for all i > r.

Corollary 2. Any balls-and-bins-compliant protocol terminating after r rounds
informs all processes about a rumour with high probability.

With respect to a rumour and a set of balls associated with the rumour, in

this scheme a process is

• susceptible when no ball has fallen into the bin associated with the pro-

cess for the first time,

• infectious whenever it creates balls that are placed randomly into some

bins,

• and resistant when the process knows about the rumour, but does not

create balls.

Compared to the state description of the epidemic model shown, the description 
based on balls and bins is more flexible regarding the state changes of a process. 
The balls-and-bins model allows processes to change several times between 
being infectious and being resistant without affecting the underlying analysis.

In the next section a scheme implementing a balls-and-bins-compliant pro-

tocol is introduced. Further, the number of rounds the protocol needs to termi-

nate is analysed for a fixed fan-out value.

4. A balls-and-bins-compliant protocol

The balls-and-bins compliant protocol obtained in this section considers a frame-

work which also applies to epidemic protocols. Note that such a framework is 
not only intended to propagate new events fast, but must also be able to or-

ganise the membership of a group, i.e. it must deal with members joining and 
leaving the group.

Hereby, a group G = {p1, . . . , pn} is defined as a set of processes. Pro-
cesses exchange in every round gossip messages where each gossip message 
includes information about members that joined the group, members that left 
the group, and events to be delivered to the application layer of the gossip pro-
tocol. In order to keep track of possible communication partners, each process
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Simple gossiping with balls and bins 9

pi maintains a view Vi ⊂ G. Let K denote the fan-out, i.e. the number of 
communication partners chosen in a round. Each process pi communicates 
with K communication partners chosen uniformly at random from its view Vi. 
The framework of the protocol is based on every process doing the following 
computation in every synchronous round (see also the basic protocol in  
Figure 2):

1. evaluate received gossip messages by processing joining and leaving

members and events

2. create a new gossip message and send it to K randomly chosen neigh-

bours known from the view

For the later analysis it may be helpful to keep in mind that the destination of 
a gossip message will determine the destination of a ball associated with an 
event.

The first part of the framework is concerned with the maintenance of the 
local view of processes. The evaluation of members which either join the group 
or leave the group determines the new view of the process. In the following we 
assume that the view of a process allows the selection of K randomly chosen 
elements from the whole group. If the process maintains only a partial view, 
we consider only schemes as [GKM01b, EGH+01] where the views converge 
to a uniform random distribution.

The second part of the framework deals with the propagation of events such 
that every process can receive the event. Therefore, we provide a scheme in 
order to place sufficiently many balls associated with an event into distinct 
bins. By using a set denoted by newevents, a process keeps track of the events 
which have been delivered in the current round. Another set denoted by history 
contains the events which have been delivered to the application layer. An 
event e with e ∈ newevents and e 
∈ history will be added to history and 
delivered to the application layer.

In order to provide termination for the propagation of an event, each event 
is associated with a tag value, which indicates the number of rounds the event 
has been propagated. A new gossip message contains, in addition to the in-

formation on members joining and leaving the group, all events e ∈ newevents 
whose tag value is smaller than a parameter r, indicating the maximum number 
of rounds an event needs to be propagated.

The complete scheme including the basic protocol and the evaluation of 
events is illustrated in Figure 2 . Only the evaluation of members joining 
and leaving the group is omitted since the protocol is intended to serve many 
different ways to organise the membership.

Now, one can look at the spreading of each event as a separate balls and bins 
game, where the placing of the balls is determined by the random destination
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10 Boris Koldehofe

Basic Protocol:

for all rounds in which pi ∈ G do
evaluate received gossip messages by processing joining and leaving

members and events

create a new gossip message M
for l = 1 to K do

choose j ∈ Vi uniformly at random

send M to pj
end for

end for

Evaluation of events:

for all events e received in a round do
if e 
∈ history then

deliver(e)

end if
tag = gettag(e)
if tag < r then

M = M ∪ (e, tag + 1) /* add the event to the gossip message M
*/

end if
end for

Figure 2: The balls-and-bins compliant protocol consists out of

the basic protocol and the evaluation of events. It can be adapted

to various schemes determining the membership of a group.

of the gossip message. Whenever a process receives an event which has stayed 
less than r rounds in the system, the process will create K balls, which are sent 
with K different gossip messages to their destinations. Hence, by choosing 
r = cn log n for c > 1 we can derive theorem .

Theorem 3. Let K denote the fan-out and let r denote the maximum number of 
rounds an event is propagated with respect to the provided gossiping scheme. 
Then, for any K ≥ 1 there exists a fixed r such that the provided scheme 
becomes balls-and-bins-compliant.

Note that the introduced scheme makes explicit use of the possibility to 
allow processes to change states between being infectious and being resistant
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Simple gossiping with balls and bins 11

several times. In the following section a performance analysis is presented,

which bounds the value of r depending on the fan-out K.

5. Performance analysis

The focus of this analysis is to bound the number of rounds indicated by param-

eter r such that the introduced balls-and-bins-compliant protocol of the previ-

ous section can be applied for practical purposes. The reliability of the proto-

col is expressed as a guarantee that an event created by a process will reach all

other processes with high probability. As a main result it is shown that for a

small fan-out K = �2e lnn/ ln lnn, it is sufficient to choose r = O(log n) to

guarantee the delivery of an event to all destinations w.h.p. Further, an analysis

for constant fan-out proves that r = O(
√
n) is sufficient.

The analysis is based on the balls-and-bins model introduced in Section and

uses in particular corollary . We must ensure that within r rounds sufficiently

many balls associated with an event are created. This is achieved by examining

the number of balls which are placed within a round i denoted by mi and

determining r such that

r∑
i=1

mi ≥ cn log n w.h.p.

Hereby, we aim to relate the number of balls which are placed into random bins

within two consecutive rounds, i.e. we are looking for a statement such that for

a positive constant d > 1

(1) mi+1 ≥ d ·mi w.h.p.

From such a statement it is shown how one can derive the number of rounds

until a minimum number of balls is created in every round, where the number

of rounds needed is required to be logarithmic in the minimum number of balls.

Therefore, similar to the random allocation problem we look into the maximum

number of balls that may fall into any single bin.

Theorem 4. Let m denote the number of balls, which are placed into n bins
chosen uniformly and independently at random. If m ≤ n holds, then every
bin contains no more than e lnn

ln lnn balls with probability 1
n .

The proof is not presented since a detailed proof of this theorem is given 
in [MR95] (see pages 44 ff.). A generalisation of theorem can be found 
in [RS98].

Let now mi denote the number of balls placed into random bins in the ith 
round. Applying theorem leads to the following corollary, which gives an
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12 Boris Koldehofe

estimate of how much time is needed until we can expect at least n balls to be

placed into bins within a round.

Corollary 5. If K ≥ 2e lnn
ln lnn and mi ≤ n, then mi ≥ 2mi−1 with probability

1− 1
n .

Finally, from theorem we can conclude that the protocol needs O(log n)
rounds to terminate.

Theorem 6. Let K denote the fan-out of the presented balls-and-bins compli-
ant protocol. If K ≥ 2e lnn

ln lnn , then after O(log n) rounds every process of the
group is informed about an event w.h.p.

Proof. We show that after O(log n) rounds an overall of cn log n balls have

been placed into bins.

Let ξi denote the event that the number of balls did not double in round i for

which m ≤ n. Then, by corollary it follows that

Pr[ξi] ≤ 1

n
.

Therefore, the occurrence of any event can be expressed as the union of log n
events ξi:

Pr[ ∪logn
i=1 ξi] ≤

logn∑
i=1

ξi ≤ n−1/2

and thus after log n rounds the number of balls placed into random bins in a

round is at least n with probability 1− n−1/2.

Using the same argument for the next c log n rounds, the number of created

balls in a round will not decrease below n with probability 1− c n−1/2.

Hence, with probability 1−o(1), cn log n balls have been created and placed

into random bins after (c+ 1) log n rounds.

Note that lnn/ ln lnn grows very slowly, so that the fan-out value can be

regarded as sufficiently small for all practical purposes. Further, the maximum

number of messages a process receives in a round is expected to be smaller

than O( logn
ln lnn ) since the number of balls which are created within one round is

clearly bounded by Kn, and placing O(n log n) balls randomly into bins gives

a maximum of O(log n) balls in each single bin.

If we assume that the fan-out K is constant, one needs Ω(log n) rounds as

we cannot expect to place more than Kn balls in a round. Further, as stated

in theorem , it is shown in the following that O(
√
n) rounds are sufficient. To 

determine the result, we examine once again for which values it is possible to 
achieve a statement as given by equation 1.
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Simple gossiping with balls and bins 13

Lemma 7. If m ≤ √
n log20(n) holds, then every bin contains no more than 6

balls with probability 1
n .

Proof. For m =
√
n log20(n) the probability that bin i receives exactly j balls

is given by

(
m

j

)(
1

n

)j (
1− 1

n

)m−j

≤
(
em

jn

)j

=

(
e log20(n)

j
√
n

)j

.

Let ξi(k,m) denote the event that bin i has k or more balls in a bin after m

balls have been tossed. Then for k ≥ 6,

Pr[ξi(k,m)] ≤
n∑

j=k

(
e log20(n)

j
√
n

)j

≤
(
e log20(n)

k
√
n

)k
1

1− e log20(n)

k
√
n

≤ 2

(
e log20(n)

k
√
n

)k

.

In particular, for the event ξi(6,m) we obtain

Pr[ξi(6,m)] ≤ 2

(
e log20(n)

6
√
n

)6

.

By applying log20(n) ≤ n1/3, it follows that

Pr[ξi(6,m)] ≤ n−2.

Taking the union of the events ξi(6,m), for i = 1, . . . , n, yields the desired

result.

Using the same proof technique as for theorem one can derive theorem .

Theorem 8. Let K denote the fan-out of the presented balls-and-bins compli-

ant protocol. If K ≥ 12 holds, the protocol needs O(
√
n) rounds in order toinform every process of the group about an event w.h.p.
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14 Boris Koldehofe

6. Discussion

Although the epidemic model has been shown to be useful to estimate the per-

formance of various protocols, it is a hard problem to obtain a precise bound if 
one assumes limitations on the resources available to processes. As motivated 
by lpbcast [EGH+01] and SCAMP [GKM01b] the next generation of protocols 
will exactly deal with these requirements.

To cope with limited resources, the epidemic model needs to consider the 
possibility that a resistant process may become susceptible again. Although in 
general this scenario is undesirable, it occurs when protocols limit the size of 
the history buffer. The history buffer itself determines whether a process can 
stay resistant against an event. If a process deletes an event too early from its 
history buffer it is susceptible again and potentially delivers the event multiple 
times to the application layer. In this case the protocol is said to suffer from 
the multiple delivery problem. Even worse an epidemic process which almost 
stopped could be started once over again, thus preventing the epidemic process 
to terminate. In fact, simulation results confirm that even a small infection rate 
of new events can lead to a significant overhead.

This scenario requires to consider more differential equations and needs a 
far more complex analysis. Therefore, the motivation for this work was to pro-

vide a simpler model as an alternative. The analysis as presented in Section is 
based on elementary mathematics and can this way facilitate the buffer analysis 
by examining the collisions of balls containing different events.

7. Conclusion

This work has shown an alternative approach of analysing gossiping based on 
the occupancy problem. With respect to the balls-and-bins model, a new proto-

col is presented based on existing practical approaches [EGH+01, BHO+99]. 
The maintenance of the group membership can be adapted to various schemes 
which allow processes to select uniformly random group members from its 
view. The reliability of the protocol is proven as a statement with high proba-

bility that an event, created by an arbitrary process, will reach all group mem-

bers. The presented analysis shows that an event needs to remain for O(log n) 
rounds in the system if the fan-out is �2e ln n/ ln ln n, and O(

√
n) rounds if a

constant fan-out is used.

The future work focuses on analysing the tightness of the presented bounds. 
Moreover, an analysis on the average number of gossip messages imposed by 
the spreading of an event is needed. Note that only a lower bound can be de-

rived from the fact that at least an overall of cn log n messages are needed in
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order to ensure that every process receives the event with high probability. Fi-

nally, work in progress looks into ways to manage buffer space so as to improve

the multiple delivery problem discussed in Section .
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